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teachers must understand that sound is important to how a word is used and, in fact, to how it is pronounced. to see how important this is, try the following task. say the word check once again. how would the word change if you were using it with a different meaning? even more important, for an esl learner, is the fact that most authentic accents are often
tonally marked. for example, spanish may have lower-pitched t, u, and z, compared with english; and turkish has a particular pattern of syllable length and syllable stress. for now, i would like to focus on describing a system-based approach to teaching pronunciation. not all pronunciations or all sounds are taught in the same way. for example, in some systems of

teaching english, typically the rules for the use of vowel sounds are described separately from those for the use of consonants. but, the use of both sounds in the same word, or in different words in the same situation, often depends on how one uses the sounds in a given context. before taking up a discussion of the particular system-based approaches to
teaching pronunciation, let me summarize some important features of english pronunciation and phonology, so that it is more clear to you how the teaching approaches relate to the specifics of that system of sound. english is a voiced language. that means that all of the segments (vowels, diphthongs, consonant+vowel sequences, consonants, or combinations

of all three) are made with a release-to-articulate (tongue, voicebox, jawbone, lips) and a closure-to-release (palate, lips) combination. both parts of these combinations are necessary for correct pronunciation of most english sounds.
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